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{Verse 1]
I still need a cradle to rock me asleep
I still am very fragile so I can't be steep
I still need to hold my daddy's hand
If I just ever need to walk or stand
I still need to cuddle with my pinky bear
Whenever I feel things are becoming unfair
I still need to have my little night light
Just In case I have a sudden fright

{Pre Chorus}
I'm still a small and little baby
I don't want to see what the world has for me
I've fell on myself more times than I can count
So I can't really trust nobody else
But me and my hero daddy

{chorus}
I still depend on many things
I still need my a pillow to cry on
To support my bad aches and pain
It's just that I still need

{Verse2}
I will never want to give my life to the world
Never though that things would ever curl
I always want to be alone
But I just want to stay at home
And have knocks on the door but no answer
I want to make weird life just a blur
No more suffering of crying
I'm just going to stop trying

{pre chorus}
I'm still a small and little baby
I don't want to see what the world has for me
I've fell on myself more times than I can count
So I can't really trust nobody else
But me and my hero daddy

{chorus}
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I still depend on many things
I still need my a pillow to cry on
To support my bad aches and pain
It's just that I still need

I still need to learn what love really is
Cause right now my experince is a quiz
I still need to study before I give up now
I have to keep on going so I can really know how
This so called game of "Life" is operated
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